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Crews: Three Poems

POETRY

Don't underestimate what I say about the cigar~tte;
Don't take the matter of truth too lightly.
Some things just won't sell for cheap at all.
Consider youth, the matter of things past:
Reme~ber the lo~g lost ·faces and scenes that leap half
regretful from the year~
Remember the nothingness, growing into expectations and dreams,
All ending so suddenly when the trusted years betray.
The power of rq.en, you ~d, ·has made man powerless.
Gotta 'nother light, 'nother match.
There's more than one way to keep "a cigarette aflame.
If you flick away the ashes from th¢·".surfeit of war's debris:
You may, quite accidentally, find that lost self buried in the
devastation.
''i>
"
Only Time usurps the lost faces, the lost moments,the dull
forgotten hours spent,
~
The cigarette burning, the lighted match.
Time counts· but consciousness;
Our sleep and death and unspent dreams add lossA past forever lost and gone.

-.
I say you cannot smoke the same fag twice;
We liye the years but once:
A windowed tower of damnation with fettered minds,
Unlocked by neither hopes nor fears
Nor keys from any kingdom come.
0
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Forfeit
The crime's wild eye
is open to dawn
the city open to plunder
What sky holds the hero's hand
the hero's restless head?
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The city is open as a wild "eye
beneath the ersatz dawn
the hero's reaching for plunder
The terror eyed are waiting
the breath is wrenching their lungs
knowing, knowing the sky is false blue
where rests the hero's hand

The Young Man With Spats
Speaking of speaking with
a certain amount of reticence
.without seeming to say or unsay'
yet being definite
Ah finesse!
No is the night
yes the total eclipse of the sun
thus the garden is mellow
the long walk prim, not informal
Tqe black sky is beyond the hedge
the red sky beyons! the rose bush
Without seeming to say night
or seeming to say total eclipse
The whirlwind spinning
beyond the bottom of the pool

May Fall Dusk suggests a season for speculation
when tIie swine might be stone
when the branches of trees
are ~ their sighing" in the wind
and not shapes at all
or the sighing
might be stones
restless from the stillness of the day

"
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Suggests that not all felt is known
that a woman's breath
is no less her than her hand
that her hand is no more herthan the longing she says is mythical .

,-

~..

Dusk suggests that myths
might grow as weary as stones
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SCENE

, Old Adain Godbold, the ~heepherder, had two sons,
The older of whom was called Albert
And the younger, Kenneth;
And they lived all three alone
~ '
'In a log cabin between the Lake Fork
And Yellowstone Rivers,
Where the desolation was as Godbold had pronounced itFor good,
And the wind, wiping down from the primitive Uintas
, (Those dissolving bones of 'geologic giants),
Worked the sage br~sh back and forth
Forever in the tan eye of the sun.
The two rivers, falling this way and that,
Found confluence below,
And t4e separate waters (one draining
A blue, "bottomless" lake, and ~e othe~a."Y" gash
In the mountain whose springS bled yellow)
Sighed one to the other, of the sea.
Adam named the first river, Albert,
And the other he called, Kenneth;
And he told how the first would cleanse the second.
The 'earth as an act of 'God
(Adam discovered) , and that God
Requiring propitiation
etemally.
.
,

~

The earth as a sexual act, the thrust
And foaming and splendor (Albert thought),
Slicing the throats of the warm lambs,
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